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Abstract: Fast cation transport in solids underpins energy storage. Materials design has focused 
on structures that can define transport pathways with minimal cation coordination change, 25 
restricting attention to a small part of chemical space. Motivated by the greater structural diversity 
of binary intermetallics than that of the metallic elements, we use two anions to build a pathway 
for three-dimensional superionic lithium ion conductivity that exploits multiple cation 
coordination environments. Li7Si2S7I is a pure lithium ion conductor created by an ordering of 
sulphide and iodide that combines elements of hexagonal and cubic close-packing analogously to 30 
the structure of NiZr. The resulting diverse network of lithium positions with distinct geometries 
and anion coordination chemistries affords low barriers to transport, opening a large structural 
space for high cation conductivity. 
One-Sentence Summary: Ordering of sulphide and iodide builds a fast transport path of diverse 
lithium coordination geometries and anion neighbors. 35 
 

Main Text: The discovery of high-performance inorganic crystalline solid-state Li+ ion 
electrolytes remains a challenge to facilitate the development of next-generation battery 
technologies (1-3). The high ionic conductivity of solid electrolytes at room temperature is critical 
to cell performance, to ensure a low cell resistance and a high loading of active materials in the 40 
cathode composite without competing electronic conductivity. In addition, good chemical 
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compatibility between the solid electrolyte and Li metal is required, which would enable the use 
of a lithium anode to afford higher energy densities (4). A small number of established structural 
families give rise to current state-of-the-art solid Li+ ion conductors that exhibit comparable ionic 
conductivities to liquid electrolytes (≈10–2 S cm–1). Examples include Li10GeP2S12 (5, 6), 
Li6.6Si0.6Sb0.4S5I (7) and Li7P3S11 (8). The structures of each of these families create transport paths 5 
that minimise changes in cation coordination, which has been suggested as the origin of their high 
conductivities (9-11). This has led to materials design emphasising anion packings that afford 
predominantly or solely a single type of lithium coordination environment, which restricts the 
available chemical space. Using a different design strategy that employs multiple anions to 
construct suitable pathways, we synthesise a material where many different cation coordination 10 
environments combine to create superionic conductivity. This greatly expands the number and 
type of potential structures that can support high cation mobility. 
The search for materials that define transport pathways with homogeneous cation coordination has 
emphasised the role of tetrahedral lithium sites (12, 13). In particular, attention has focussed on 
body-centred cubic (bcc) arrangements of anions, which enable the formation of percolating Li+ 15 
pathways that consist of energetically equivalent face-sharing tetrahedral sites yielding low 
activation energies for migration (14-17). Bcc-like anion arrangements, which are rare because of 
the low density that leads them to favour cation mobility, are adopted by high-performance Li+ ion 
conductors such as Li10GeP2S12 and Li7P3S11 (14). The A7TX6 (e.g., A = Li, Ag, Cu, T = P, X = S) 
argyrodite structure, has a tetrahedrally close-packed anion arrangement (18-20) that produces 20 
solely tetrahedral interstitial sites. While this fits the structure-property relationship proposed for 
high cation mobility, it is notable that the tetrahedral close packing of the anions in argyrodite is 
that of the metals in intermetallic Laves phases such as MgCu2 (Fig. 1A), which are known to 
exhibit many other properties of interest including hydrogen uptake and mobility within the 
interstitial space (21, 22). 25 

The anion arrangements that define the cation sites in other high-performance Li+ ion conductors 
can also be closely related to known intermetallic nets. The anion sublattice of Li10GeP2S12 is 
related to the As net of Cu3As (Fig. 1B) (5, 23). This is not limited to sulphides. The oxide anion 
framework of the lithium ion-conducting garnet Li7La3Zr2O12 can be compared to the Bi 
framework of Bi4Rh (Fig. 1C), while La3+ occupies the same site as Rh (24, 25). 30 

Anion packings with precedent in the structures of intermetallic compounds can thus generate 
mobility pathways that require minimal coordination change based on tetrahedral interstitial cation 
sites. As several properties must be optimised to yield a viable electrolyte, it would be helpful to 
expand the potential materials design space to harness pathways exploiting the widest possible 
range of lithium sites. The structural diversity of intermetallics, where multiple elements with 35 
distinct chemistries take part in the sphere packing, describes a far wider range of interstitial 
environments that enable transport (26, 27). This raises the possibility of more complex anion 
packings that are based on intermetallics and do not rely on a single coordination geometry for 
lithium mobility. A high lithium mobility material may be considered as an anion packing 
supported by a localised framework-forming cationic species M that interacts covalently with the 40 
anions to provide chemical stability. Noting that intermetallics such as Ti2Ni describe multiple 
interstitial sites with a range of coordination environments that enable hydrogen transport and 
uptake (28), we can envisage packing multiple anions in this way to generate transport pathways 
connecting diverse lithium sites via low barriers (Fig. 1D). Discovery synthesis that explores the 
connection between the large structural space established for intermetallic bonding and the 45 
creation of an equivalent space in ionic materials then offers a route to expand the small number 
of parent structures that afford superionic ionic conductivity by creating transport paths that feature 
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the full range of lithium coordination. 

Results and Discussion 
Element Selection and Material Synthesis 
We target complex packings that tailor the coordination at multiple distinct interstitial cation sites 
to optimise transport by using the size and charge diversity offered by multiple anions to replicate 5 
the bonding diversity of intermetallics (Fig. 1D). This motivates the experimental exploration of 
quaternary phase fields defined by Li+, a suitable cation-forming element M, and two anions (X, 
X′). Consideration of appropriate abundance, toxicity and electronic structure restricts the 
unexplored Li-M-X-X′ chemical space to 296 phase fields (Supplementary Materials and 
Methods). Our exact selection of elements from this set was informed by a variational autoencoder 10 
(VAE) (29). The VAE operates at the level of combinations of elements, encoded by their chemical 
characteristics. It is trained to recognize patterns of similarity between 2021 synthetically 
accessible M-M'-X-X' phase fields reported as containing experimentally realised materials in 
(30), and, based on the resulting latent space, quantitatively ranks unexplored chemistries 
according to their likelihood of containing new compounds. The VAE ranks Li-Si-S-Cl, Li-Si-S-15 
Br and Li-Si-S-I phase fields 1st, 3rd and 9th, respectively within the selected chemical space, and 
we therefore selected Li-Si-S-halogen chemistry for exploration. Structural considerations 
focussed attention on the Li-Si-S-I phase field that maximizes the difference in anion size (S2– r = 
1.84 Å vs Cl– r = 1.81 Å, Br– r = 1.95 Å, I– r = 2.2 Å ) and thus strengthens the connection to 
complex sphere packings driven by distinct structural roles of the anions involved, in analogy to 20 
intermetallic binaries (31). The impact of utilizing anions distinct in size and chemistry has been 
recently highlighted for Li- and Na-rich anti-perovskites (32, 33). Computational exploration of 
the Li-Si-S-I phase field with probe structure prediction (34-36) indicates a synthetically-
accessible low energy region of compositional space, which was targeted experimentally (Fig. S1). 
Solid state syntheses for the compositions in this low energy region were carried out in carbon 25 
crucibles inside evacuated fused silica ampoules, with the resulting phase assemblages identified 
by X-ray diffraction (XRD). These measurements indicated the formation of a phase that could 
not be matched to any known materials in the Li-Si-S-I field, and suitable crystals for single crystal 
diffraction were grown by crystallisation of Li2S, LiI, and elemental Si from an elemental S flux 
(Supplementary Materials and Methods). The crystal structure of a new phase, Li7Si2S7I (LSSI), 30 
was solved in monoclinic P21/n symmetry using high-resolution synchrotron single crystal XRD 
data collected at beamline I19, Diamond Light Source (Tables S2-6). Phase pure powder samples 
of Li7Si2S7I were synthesised by combining SiS2, Li2S and LiI, using a 5% excess of SiS2 that 
avoids formation of Li2SiS3 and Li4SiS4, and heating to 723 K for 4 days with 20 K min–1 heating 
rate and intermediate grinding after 2 days (Supplementary Materials and Methods, Figs. S2-5). 35 
Compositional analysis via CHNS and ICP methods gives a measured composition of 
Li6.9(2)Si2.050(5)S6.96(3)I0.95(1), which is consistent with Li7Si2S7I determined from single crystal XRD 
(Table S7). 
Crystal Structure 
The anion packing of Li7Si2S7I can be connected to the TlI (B33) type structures, such as the binary 40 
intermetallic NiZr (37). The intermetallic net in NiZr is intermediate between the well-known 
hexagonal and square nets (36 and 44 in Schläfli notation, respectively) and is in fact a 33.42 semi-
regular net. A close-packed 36 layer is transformed by shearing every other row of triangles (Fig. 
2A) to produce rows of triangles and quadrilaterals that alternate perpendicular to the shear 
direction (38). Every sphere in the resulting 33.42 layer is five-coordinate and takes part in three 45 
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edge-sharing triangles and two edge-sharing quadrilaterals. In the anion packing of Li7Si2S7I, S2– 
and I– are ordered over the nodes of the 33.42 net (Fig. 2B), producing pure S2– (S4) and mixed S2–

/I– (S3I) rows of spheres that run along the shear direction (the c axis) and alternate perpendicular 
to it in the ac plane. 
These sheared layers stack in an ABAB sequence, similar to the hydride of NiZr (39) (Fig. S6), 5 
along b that places each I– between the centroids of S3I quadrilaterals in both neighbouring layers 
(Fig. 2C). This creates a 13-coordinate environment for the larger I– that arises from the 
quadrilaterals produced by the shear. The quadrilaterals involved are the largest of the four in the 
unit cell and thus have an I– vertex (Table S8), creating two columns of neighbouring I– spheres 
along b (Fig. 2C). All of the spheres in the S3I rows have a coordination number (CN) of 13. The 10 
stacking also places every sphere in the S4 rows between the centroids of superimposed triangles 
in the neighbouring layers in a CN of 11 (Fig. 2D, Table S6). This creates CN = 11 S4 and CN = 
13 S3I rows (red and blue shading respectively in Fig. 2C) that stack alternately along a, and also 
alternate between two positions along b in a zig-zag manner. 
The resulting anion packing can be viewed as the alternation of [0001] hexagonal close-packed 15 
(hcp) motifs and sheared face-centred cubic (fcc) [001]-like motifs along a (Fig. S7). The hcp 
motifs (red solid line in Fig. 2C) arise from the superposition of the triangles in next-nearest 
neighbour layers and are defined by an S3I-S4-S4-S3I sequence of anion rows along a. The sheared 
fcc [001]-like motifs (blue solid line in Fig. 2C) are produced by superposition of the quadrilaterals 
generated by the shear, and are defined by an S4-S3I-S3I-S4 sequence along a. The Li7Si2S7I anion 20 
packing factor of 68.9% is higher than that of bcc-derived Li10GeP2S12 (66.5%) and the 
tetrahedrally close-packed argyrodites (62.8% for Li7PS6 and 67.1% for Li6PS5I). 
The NiZr intermetallic exhibits extensive H uptake (39), which reflects the large number of 
available interstitial sites generated by the packing of 33.42 semi-regular nets. Similarly, the anion 
topology in Li7Si2S7I generates a diverse array of interstitial sites that emerge from the octahedral 25 
(O) and tetrahedral (T) geometries expected in simple close-packing (Figs. 3A-E and S8, Table 
S9). Within the hcp motif, the Ohcp sites share faces with each other along the triangle stacking 
direction b, as do the Thcp sites. In the shear-derived fcc-like motif, Ofcc and Tfcc sites share edges 
and corners, respectively, while Ofcc sites share faces with Tfcc neighbours (Fig. 3D). Ohcp and Ofcc 
sites, and Thcp and Tfcc sites, share faces along a (Fig. S9), which combines the hcp and fcc-like 30 
motifs into the extended structure of Li7Si2S7I. 
Silicon was selected as part of the chemical space for experimental exploration because of its role 
in defining a stable anion framework through strong localised bonding. As the smallest cation 
present (Si4+ r = 0.26 Å, Li+ r = 0.59 Å), Si4+ occupies the tetrahedral voids in the hcp layer that 
are solely coordinated by S2– i.e., T1hcp, which is the smallest tetrahedral site in the structure and 35 
located far from the large I– anions (Table S10). The two occupied T1hcp sites (T1ahcp) share corners 
to form Si2S7 dimers (Figs. 3B-E). 
The arrangement of Si4+ and I– then directs the occupancy of the other sites by Li+. The interstitial 
sites that share faces with the Si2S7 dimers are empty for electrostatic repulsion reasons (Figs. 3E, 
S8). All four remaining Thcp voids within the hcp motif have S3I coordination (T2hcp) and are 40 
partially occupied (between 9.8 and 50.3%) by Li+. Of the remaining three Ohcp sites (Tables S9, 
S11), O2hcp with S5I coordination is fully occupied by Li+, while the two S6-defined O1hcp sites 
accommodate three disordered Li+ sites; one at the octahedron centre and two S4-coordinated 
positions displaced towards the triangular faces shared with two neighbouring T2hcp sites (Fig. 3E). 
This forms chains of disordered, partially occupied Li+ sites with short Li–Li distances in the range 45 
0.943(12) to 1.34(3) Å. All four types of octahedral site in the sheared layer are occupied by Li+, 
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while all eight tetrahedral sites are unoccupied – the two with S3I coordination, which is favoured 
in the hcp motif, appear too small to accommodate lithium in the sheared fcc-like motif (Fig. S8, 
Table S10). Two of the octahedral sites (O1afcc with S6 coordination and O2fcc with S5I 
coordination) accommodate more than one Li+ position in a disordered manner (Fig. 3E). The 
mixed anion packing thus creates an interconnected set of fifteen crystallographically distinct 5 
lithium positions distributed across partially occupied interstitial sites featuring extensive 
positional disorder over four-, five- and six-coordinate geometries defined by varying anion 
coordination (Tables S5, S9). Although this site diversity, large unit cell and low symmetry 
contrast strongly with current high-conductivity families, such a structure would be a strong 
candidate for high lithium mobility if the wide site distribution implied a flat potential landscape.  10 

Transport Properties 
AC impedance measurements on sintered pellets with blocking Au electrodes show that phase pure 
Li7Si2S7I has a total conductivity of 1.01(4) × 10–2 S cm–1 at 303 K (Fig. 4A). The electronic 
contribution to the total conductivity is negligible (≈10–10 S cm–1, measured by DC polarisation, 
Fig. S11). The Arrhenius plots (Figs. 4A, S12) show two temperature ranges with different 15 
activation energies for the total conductivity: 0.204(4) eV between 303 and 373 K, and 0.58(3) eV 
for the total and 0.38(3) eV for the bulk conductivity between 237 and 293 K. The activation 
energy of 0.204(4) eV is comparable with the lowest observed (0.20-0.34 eV) for argyrodite and 
Li10GeP2S12 solid electrolytes (5, 40, 41). The structural transition (Figs. 4B, S13-14) that 
depopulates two S3I-defined tetrahedral and one S6-defined octahedral Li+ sites within the hcp 20 
motif of Li7Si2S7I between 237 and 293 K is associated with the reduced ionic conductivity and 
increased activation energy, consistent with coordination environment diversity enabling high 
mobility. 
During linear sweep voltammetry measurements, no significant reaction currents were detected 
within 10 V vs. Li+/Li in a “stainless steel (SS)|Li7Si2S7I|Li” configuration (red curve in Fig. 25 
S15B). An oxidative decomposition potential of 2.5 V vs. Li+/Li was observed for Li7Si2S7I (black 
curve in Fig. S15B) when using a “Li7Si2S7I + carbon fiber (CF)|Li7Si2S7I|Li” configuration. 
Steady Li plating/stripping on a Li|Li7Si2S7I|Li cell has been observed over 240 h at 0.05 and 0.1 
mA cm-2 (Fig. 4C), indicating a reasonably stable Li7Si2S7I|Li interface (Figs. S16-18). Stable 
cycling of Li7Si2S7I as the solid electrolyte within an all-solid-state cell was demonstrated against 30 
both the Li anode and LiCoO2 cathode (Fig. S19). The excellent lithium transport properties are 
further demonstrated by the low temperature (Tonset of ⁓179 K i.e., below the temperature at which 
the total conductivity decreases) of the 7Li NMR resonance line narrowing (Fig. 4D) which is 
comparable to the fast Li+ ion conductors within the structural families discussed above (42-44). 
Modelling of the diffusion-induced 7Li spin lattice relaxation rate behaviours (Fig. 4E), as 35 
described in the Supplementary Methods, captures both short and long range Li+ bulk ion transport 
in Li7Si2S7I, and also determines two different activation energies in the same temperature ranges 
as the conductivity measurements: 0.24(2) and 0.08(1) eV respectively below and above ⁓295 K 
for short range Li+ ion mobility (black data in Fig. 4E), and 0.29(2) eV (comparable to the bulk 
conductivity value of 0.38(3) eV measured by AC impedance at low T) and 0.22(4) eV below and 40 
above ⁓295 K respectively for long range Li+ ion mobility (coloured data in Fig. 4E). Critically, 
the 7Li spin lattice relaxation rates in the rotating frame T1ρ

-1 are independent of the spin-lock 
frequencies on the high temperature flank of the relaxation data (45, 46) (coloured data above ⁓295 
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K in Fig. 4E), which is strong experimental evidence for three dimensional (3D) long range Li+ 
transport in Li7Si2S7I. 
Ion transport mechanism 
In contrast with the three tetrahedral and one trigonal bipyramidal environments in highly 
conductive argyrodites (47), and the three tetrahedral and one octahedral environments in 5 
Li10GeP2S12 (48), Li7Si2S7I has significantly more Li+ site diversity arising from the structure-
defining Si2S7 and I– components. The fifteen distinct Li+ positions in Li7Si2S7I are located on S3I 
tetrahedral, and S3I3, S5I and S6 octahedral interstitial sites and correspond to ten different local 
modes of coordination (Table S9). Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were 
performed on Li7Si2S7I at 400, 450 and 500 K (Supplementary Methods) to identify transport paths 10 
and the associated free energy landscape (Fig. S29). These simulations demonstrate that all 15 
occupied and 12 out of 13 available Li+ sites participate in ion transport (Fig. 5, Tables S15-17). 
Among the 162 distinct site-to-site connections observed to contribute to lithium transport, there 
were 11 low-barrier (under 0.2 eV) connections enabling rapid ionic motion within distinct units 
(Figs. 5C, S29), with 3D transport established between these units and all the remaining Li sites 15 
through an additional 18 connections with absolute barriers of 0.2-0.3 eV (Figs. S27-30). The 
arising vast array of migration options generated by the multiple low-barrier connections between 
the large number of chemically distinct accessible sites enables the fast transport observed in the 
complex, low symmetry structure of Li7Si2S7I. The theoretical activation energy for Li+ transport 
in Li7Si2S7I of 0.16(1) eV extracted from the mean squared displacements across 400-500 K 20 
simulations (Fig. S22C) agrees with experimentally measured values from impedance and NMR. 
Using Eqs. 1-4 in the Supplementary Materials and the parameters fitted in Fig. S22D, we obtain 
a calculated bulk ionic conductivity extrapolated to 300 K of 0.023(9) S cm-1, in good agreement 
with the experimentally observed value. The calculated diffusion coefficients along the 
crystallographic axes lie with a factor of two (Figs. S22A-B), consistent with 3D transport 25 
observed by NMR (Fig. 4E). 
Conclusions 
Li7Si2S7I (LSSI) has 3D interconnected pathways for cation mobility, linking multiple partially 
occupied Li+ sites of distinct geometry, anion coordination and size with low barriers to ion 
transport. The high room temperature Li+ ion conductivity of 1.01(4) × 10–2 S cm–1 is combined 30 
with low electronic conductivity and compatibility with a lithium metal anode. Many optimisation 
strategies to enhance desirable combinations of these properties are available, such as the 
introduction of anion disorder and the suppression by substitution of the structural phase transition 
that occurs just below room temperature. The potential to implement such strategies is facilitated 
by the structural diversity of the material, with many distinct sites to target chemically. 35 

The anion topology of Li7Si2S7I blends hexagonal and sheared cubic-like close-packing motifs to 
accommodate the distinct chemistries of sulphide and iodide. The high conductivity arises from a 
combination of Li+ sites of widely varying geometry and anion coordination, in contrast to design 
strategies that focus on minimising cation coordination change. Rather than restricting design to 
realising only those anion packings that can create conduction pathways where coordination 40 
geometry change is minimal, we can exploit the full range of lithium coordination geometries by 
identifying the anion arrangements required to utilize them effectively for transport by 
accommodating the variations in bonding over the pathway. Diverse coordination environments 
in large, low symmetry cells can be tailored to create partially occupied sites of equivalent energy, 
offering an alternative to disorder created by high symmetry. Drawing on the vast compositional 45 
and structural diversity of the intermetallics, Li7Si2S7I demonstrates the opportunities for 
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superionic cation mobility in the rich design space of multiple anion packings directed by 
framework-forming elements that afford strong covalent bonds. The extensive site diversity 
produces many different low-barrier site-to-site connections, affording multiple rapid transport 
pathways. Such materials are accessible through the design principles embodied in Fig. 1D that 
are well-suited to exploratory synthesis. The arising structures can readily be evaluated for 5 
potential cation mobility by considering the site distributions within them and computationally 
identifying low-barrier paths between these sites. 
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Fig. 1. Ionic conductors and intermetallic nets. Comparison of the structures of high-
performance Li+ ion conductors with known intermetallic nets: (A) A7TX6 argyrodite and MgCu2 
Laves phase, (B) Li10GeP2S12 and Cu3As, and (C) Li7La3Zr2O12 garnet and Bi4Rh. A conceptual 
view of the chemical components of a high lithium mobility structure is shown in (D) consisting 5 
of a framework-forming cation (M) and mobile Li+ within a packing arrangement formed from 
two anions X and Xʹ. This schematic is based on the packing in the binary intermetallic Ti2Ni, with 
anions occupying the Ti and Ni positions, and highlights potential cation transport pathways that 
exploit multiple coordination environments. 
  10 



15 
 

 

Fig. 2. Multiple anion order shears close-packed layers in Li7Si2S7I. A single 36 close-packed 
layer (A) is transformed into the 33.42 semi-regular net of NiZr by shearing every other row of 
triangles. Ni and Zr atoms are green and maroon, respectively. (B) Li7Si2S7I has an anion topology 
based on NiZr where S2– (yellow) and I– (purple) are ordered in 33.42 layers. (C) ABAB stacking 5 
of these layers along b with resulting proximity of neighbouring I– anions produces (D) anion 
coordination spheres of 11 (S4 rows) and 13 (S3I rows) from superposition of triangles and 
quadrilaterals in neighbouring layers, respectively. The CN = 11 (red shading) and CN = 13 (blue 
shading) rows are stacked along b in a zig-zag manner to form pairs in the bc plane that alternate 
along a. Four rows of anions with a 13-11-11-13 (S3I-S4-S4-S3I) coordination number sequence 10 
define hcp motifs (solid red line in left part of C) that alternate with sheared fcc-like motifs (solid 
blue line) defined by an 11-13-13-11 (S4-S3I-S3I-S4) sequence of anion rows. 
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Fig. 3. Multiple coordination geometry interstitial sites and cation occupancy patterns in 
Li7Si2S7I. The unit cell of Li7Si2S7I viewed along c and b shows (A) the available interstitial sites, 
(B) the tetrahedral sites occupied by Si4+ to form Si2S7 dimers and (C) the sites occupied by Si4+ 
and Li+ (partial occupancy indicated by fraction of green shading). (D) shows the interstitial sites 5 
available for cation occupancy in the distinct hcp and sheared fcc-like anion motifs. (E) shows the 
sites occupied by Si4+ and Li+ within Li7Si2S7I. The interstitial sites are categorised based on their 
location (hcp or sheared fcc-like motifs), the coordinating anions and the connectivity to Si2S7 
dimers (Fig. S8, Table S9). The octahedral and tetrahedral sites (Ohcp and Thcp) in the hcp motif 
are red and pink respectively. The Ofcc and Tfcc sites in the sheared fcc-like motif are blue and grey, 10 
respectively. The two smallest corner-sharing tetrahedral sites formed solely by S2– anions are 
within the hcp motif (T1ahcp) and are occupied by Si4+, forming Si2S7 dimers. The sites that share 
edges or corners with Si2S7 dimers are more favourable for Li+ occupancy than those that share 
faces. 
  15 
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Fig. 4. Ionic conductivity and stability of phase pure Li7Si2S7I. (A) Temperature dependence 
of the total and bulk conductivity of Li7Si2S7I, with derived activation energies shown. The inset 
shows representative Nyquist plots between 303 and 373 K. The vertical and horizontal dashed 
lines highlight the room temperature conductivity. (B) Li7Si2S7I undergoes an isostructural phase 5 
transition where three of the Li+ sites (drawn as grey spheres in the 240 K structure) observed at 
300 K and above within the hcp motif become unoccupied at 240 K and below (Fig. S13). The 
occupancies of all Li+ sites in Li7Si2S7I between 100 and 500 K are summarized in Table S12. (C) 
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Galvanostatic Li plating/stripping voltage profiles of a symmetrical Li|Li7Si2S7I|Li cell measured 
at 303 K with 0.05 mA cm–2 for 120 h and then at 0.1 mA cm–2 for a further 120 h. This is measured 
on a phase-pure sample, not a composite with impurity phases. (D) Full width at half maximum of 
the static 7Li central NMR transition ∆ν (black squares) as a function of temperature fitted to a 
Boltzmann sigmoid regression curve (grey line), highlighting the low onset temperature of line 5 
narrowing (orange line) at Tonset ⁓179 K. (E) 7Li spin lattice relaxation rates in the laboratory frame 
T1 (black diamonds) and rotating frame T1ρ at different spin-lock frequencies (coloured diamonds) 
as a function of reciprocal temperature modelled as discussed in the Supplementary Methods (only 
the fit to the data obtained with 𝜈𝜈1 of 80 kHz is shown for clarity, blue dashed and solid lines 
indicate the individual and overall processes, respectively) to extract the activation barriers. The 10 
dashed vertical line at 295 K indicates the discontinuity in slopes observed in the rates. 
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Fig. 5. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation of Li7Si2S7I. Projections along the (A) 
[010] and (B) [101] directions of the P21/c AIMD supercell (equivalent to the [010] and [001] 
directions in the experimental P21/n unit cell shown in Fig. 3C, see Supplementary Materials and 
Methods). The black points indicate the calculated positions of Li atoms taken at time intervals of 5 
0.05 ps from the 300 ps AIMD simulation at 500 K. The experimental structure at 300 K is overlaid 
with the simulation to guide the eye to the location of the hcp and sheared fcc-like motifs in the 
structure. The distribution of Li atoms in the simulation supports the experimental observation that 
Li+ is highly mobile in 3D. (C) Migration pathways through Li7Si2S7I displayed as cylinders 
between occupied Li (green) and available interstitial sites (dark green) in the experimental 10 
structure at 300 K. The cross section of each cylinder is proportional to the hopping frequency 
observed in the AIMD simulation (Fig. S26). The labelled orange boxes indicate the location of 
the two fast diffusion units 1 and 2 oriented in different directions within the structure. 3D transport 
between these units occurs through multiple connections with calculated activation barriers of 0.2 
– 0.3 eV (Fig. S29). 15 
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